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TOWN

ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE FROM THE MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF

PUBLIC WORKS

In order to promote a balanced transportation system in

Massachusetts, to improve the safety for all road users, and
to serve the increasing number of cyclists, the Department
will:

1. In collaboration with the Regional Planning Agencies,
work with local officials and citizen groups in planning
bikeway systems by including regional/ local bikeway plans in

regional priorities.

2. Coordinate plans with other state agencies.

3. Locate and design highway-related bikeways and related
facilities

.

4. Use, as appropriate, existing state or federal-aid
highway rights-of-way for bikeways.

5. Acquire property for bikeways in conjunction with state
or federal-aid highways.

6. Construct highway-related bikeways and/or provide
appropriate signing.

7. Provide related facilities to enhance motorists/bicy-
clists safety and enjoyment.

All requests for any of the above assistance should be
directed to the regional planning agencies rather than
directly to the DPW. The RPA's are responsible for compre-
hensive planning on a regional level and they will provide
initial planning assistance and advice.
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NOTE: Highway-related does not necessarily mean within an
existing or proposed right-of-way, as in certain circum-
stances. Federal Highway Trust Funds can be spent to

purchase separate rights-of-way for bikeways. (See:

Federal Aid Highway Programming Manual: Transmittal 13,
March 8, 1974 (Appendix A).)

THE BIKEWAYS PLANNING PROCESS

The planning process is very sipiple and is aimed at using
the resources of the towns, regional planning agencies, and
state agencies in an efficient way and avoiding duplication
of effort by coordinating plans on a regional level.

Basically, its purpose is to assist towns in preparing and
implementing bikeway plans, and to ensure compliance with
planning requirements and laws which apply when federal
and/or state funding is involved.

It is not mandatory that a town comply with the process
described in the following pages. Some towns may choose to

develop their bikeways using local resources only. However,
if it is likely that state or federal aid will be requested,
complying with the process will insure that all require-
ments are met. The process described assumes that little
planning work has been done. If, however, reasonable plans
have been developed based upon adequate demand studies and
an effective planning approach, then there may be certain
steps that can be modified or even eliminated.

The procedure is as follows:

1. Towns interested in developing bikeways systems should
contact their regional planning agency for assistance and
guidance. (Community groups interested in bikeways should
channel their efforts through town officials.)

2. On request, the RPA will provide basic planning and
design information and assist the towns wherever possible
in providing adequate data to enable the Transportation
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Planning Advisory Group (TPAG) to judge the relative merits
of a proposal. As all bikeway projects are competing with
highway improvement projects for funds, it is important to

document proposals in accordance with the RPA's guidelines.

State and federal aid is provided on the
and state priorities. As the RPA's are
planning within the region, and hence fo

regional priorities, applications for as

directed through them. Therefore, conta
early in the planning process, as sugges

the procedures for state and federal aid
ing the towns with guidelines for their
work.

basis of regional
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3. Towns should submit their projects for inclusion on the
regional priority list through their representative to the

TPAG

.

4. The DPW will provide assistance to transportation pro-
jects based upon this priority ranking. A transportation
project with a high priority ranking receives attention
first and therefore, has a good chance of being implemented.
As resources for state projects are limited and will be
directed to the transportation projects needed the most, low
priority items have less chance of being implemented.

When the DPW becomes Involved in a project, it is required
to follow the planning process described in the Massachu-
setts Action Plan. The Action Plan is a document developed
in response to Federal Highway Administration requirements
whose goals are to ensure that transportation plans are
coordinated on a regional level and are responsive to local
needs. However, it will take time to completely implement
all phases of this plan as it involves complex procedures
and years of data gathering, research and planning.
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It has therefore been necessary to develop procedures that

will enable the Bikeways Planning Process to
comply with the Action Plan and still be suitable for

planning in the immediate future.

The process to be used involves two phases: Phase I is

the interim phase, developed to provide information to

Supplement the data used to justify the regional transporta
tion priority ranking. On the basis of this information,

the DPW will determine the appropriate planning actions for

Phase II. When comprehensive regional data have been
gathered in the process of developing regional plans, the

Phase I information gathering process will become obsolete.

The purpose of Phase II of the process is to explore in

detail a number of alternative proposals in terms of the
possible advantages and disadvantages to the community in

accordance with established procedures for highway impact

assessment. As bikeways are anticipated to have little
adverse impact on the community, the evaluation procedure
is relatively simple.

Basically, the planning process is guided by the DPW,

coordinated by the RPA, and involves local officials and
interested citizens likely to be effected by the proposal.

These groups interact through a series of meetings and

workshops. The meetings are generally informational and
are aimed at explaining the various phases of the planning
process. However, in the workshops, much of the actual
work is done; here, metihods of gathering information are
discussed, specific problems and opportunities are con-
sidered, goals are established and the implications of

various alternative proposals are analyzed. Therefore,
it is important that a reliable task force of citizens
is involved to ensure that responsible decisions are made.
The task force or Bikeway Advisory Group (BAG)

need not be cyclists or have any particular skills, apart
from an interest in their community and a desire to improve

]feU<gV7Au(e PUANMlMgt Peptlfe&S. ~~["
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it. However, members of the BAG must be representative of

the community and be willing to devote time to attend the

various meetings and workshops involved. Essentially, they

are a subcommittee of the TPAG and therefore must be approved
by the TPAG and RPA. Suggestions for the composition of the
bag's are included in this publication.

SUMMARY OF PHASE I OF THE BIKEWAYS PLANNING PROCESS
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Phase I involves one meeting and two workshops.

1. The purpose of meeting one is to discuss the planning
process, the roles of the various groups involved, and the
need for and composition of a (Jitizen advisory groups

2. The purpose of workshop one is to discuss specific
methods for determining demand and gathering inventory
information

.

WC3C2K5b»^OR TWO I. ISEP^-piHE- AC>M-S> 3. The purpose of workshop two is to establish goals for
2..\i>fcJvrnT="M HlAH PJ^-iea^-TTM (-^e region or subregion, discuss specific opportunities and
*soU constraints to development, determine the major connections,

—and add local knowledge to base information generated by
the DPW and RPA.

A summary of all the meetings and workshops is prepared by
the RPA and 18 distributed to all participating groups.
This report is basically a preliminary planning report with
recommendations and investigation of the possible impacts
of the proposals. It is called The Preliminary Bikeway
Planning Report and includes consideration of:

1. Regional developments and plans, and lu^'j. .,!.! t, .•jo..-.-

portation priorities.



2: The possible advantages and disadvantages of the pro-
posals to the community (e.g.. Improved safety, loss of

automobile parking, etc.).

3. The positive and negative environmental impacts.

4. The particular opportunities that exist (e.g., use of

an abandoned railway right-of-way, improvement to traffic
circulation, etc.).

5. Information generated by demand studies (e.g., traffic
counts, accident data, demand questionnaires).

Figyre 1 summarizes Phase I of the plsinning process.

SUMMARY OF PHASE II OF THE BIKEWAYS PLANNING PROCESS

On the basis of the Preliminary Trail and Bikeways Planning
Report, the DPW will determine the appropriate actions for
Phase II of the process. This phase will vary in accordance
with the scope and complexity of the problem; however, it

will generally involve two public meetings and one workshop.

1. The purpose of the first meeting is to summarize the
findings of Phase I of the planning process and discuss the
planning process for Phase II.

Following this meeting, the DPW, with the support of the
RPA, synthesizes the information gathered during Phase I of

the planning process. Several alternative proposals are
developed on the basis of this information.

2. The purpose of the workshop is to discuss these alter-
native proposals and make appropriate recommendations. The
DPVJ and RPA then produce a second Bikeway Planning Report
which is an elaboration of the preliminary report produced
at the end of Phase I. In addition, this report documents
the synthesis phase of the process, assesses the impacts of
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the various proposals and includes the proceedings of the

workshops and meetings. It is distributed to all groups

involved in the process, is made available to the public and
is distributed to all reviewing agencies.

3. The purpose of the second meeting is to present the
alternative proposals to the general public. The proceedings
of this meeting are recorded, reviewed and included in the
planning report which is adopted as a Final Bikeways Planning
Report. The DPW then submits the report to the appropriate
agencies for approval and following this, a proposal is

selected.

Once a proposal has been approved, detailed plans, working
drawings and cost estimates are prepared. Since all parts
of the proposed plan may not be under the same jurisdiction,
the DPW may not be responsible for preparing detailed plans
for all parts of the system. These questions will have been
resolved during the planning phase and the various funding
and implementation procedures determined for all parts of

the plan. For example, if a section of a proposed route
uses land managed by the Department of Natural Resources
(e.g., forests, state parks, etc.), consultation during the
process will have determined the various agencies responsi-
bilities .

Figure 3 sunmarizes Phase II of the planning process.

BIKEWAYS ADVISORY GROUP

In an effort to assess the needs and desires of the com-
munity and maintain a source of citizen input throughout
the planning process, the DPW has developed a mechanism for

consulting with local citizens. This is done through citi-
zen advisory groups and by a series of public meetings and
workshops which are held at critical points in the planning
process as described above.
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On a regional level, the Transportation Planning Advisory
Groups (TPAG's) provide an opportunity for citizens to

advise the Regional Planning Agency on transportation-
related issues. For Bikeways Planning, advisory groups
are organized at the town level and play an active part in
the information gathering process. These Bikeway
Advisory Groups (BAG) therefore reflect local concerns
while the TPAG's are concerned with broader regional issues.

The role of the BAG's in making planning recommendations
and gauging public opinion will be explained in more detail
as the process unfolds. However, the potential impact of
bikeways on all aspects of transportation and recreation in

the area, underscores the importance of adequate citizen
representation on the Bikeways Advisory Groups.
In order to ensure balanced consideration of community
needs, representatives of the following groups will be
included in the BAG:

At least one town official, selectperson , law enforcement
officer, and TPAG member (if the town is represented on the
TP AG)

.

Every effort should also be made to involve members of other
identifiable community groups, e.g., educators, merchant
associations, park and recreation commissions, chamber of

commerce, scouting (groups, students, cycling and other
recreational clubs, and other interested individuals,
particularly those likely to be affected by the proposal.

It is the responsibility of the town officials to encourage
members of the community to work in the BAG's. Every
effort should be made to contact community leaders and
groups, particularly those who may feel that bikeways are
not their concern. While newspaper notices and regular
town selectmen meetings may be an adequate forum for
recruiting members to the BAG in many areas successful
results will only be achieved by personally contacting
representatives of the above-mentioned groups.














